STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - Change Log

STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - 4.3.4
==========================================
STAR 4.3.4
- 0000873: [XML] RouteOne Credit Contract Response Modification Request 2009-01-30 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000874: [Build] RouteOne Credit Contract Modification Request 2009-02-03 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.

STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - 5.2.4
==========================================
STAR 5.2.4
- 0000883: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Briggs&Stratton 0000002 - 03/05/09 - URGENT (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000882: [Short Code] Short Code Request - CAMS - 02/24/09 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000881: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Golden Eye - 01/30/09 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000887: [XML] Need GetPartsInventory WSDL (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000869: [XML] Requesting an additional enumerated value for Sales Status (Dave Carver) - resolved.

STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - 4.3.3
==========================================
STAR 4.3.3 Draft Release
- 0000819: [XML] RouteOne Credit Contract Modification Request 2008-09-16 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000842: [XML] RouteOne Credit Contract Modification Request 2008-10-31 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000856: [XML] RouteOne Credit Contract Modification Request 2008-12-08 (Michelle
Draft 5.2.3

- 0000855: [XML] Dealer Locator standard does not allow us to clearly communicate the Makes that a dealer carries (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000848: [XML] boats.com Sales Lead request (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000737: [XML] PSA & Renault change request for BOD Leads (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000831: [XML] There are two LogicalID elements with different Cases (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000858: [Guidelines] IndicatorType is missing documentation (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000863: [Short Code] Short Code Request - 12/18/08 - Walser Automotive Group (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000859: [Build] Junit Reports aren't showing in Luntbuild (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000862: [Build] Add Standalone Directory to SVN ignore list. (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000849: [Short Code] Red Oak Marketing Short Code Request (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000821: [Build] Updates To PartsPriceList Noun (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000830: [XML] Vehicle Invoice BOD Change (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000838: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Automobile International Corp - 10/13/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000835: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Boat X Change - 10/01/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000836: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Profit Monster Data Systems - 10/03/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000832: [XML] Requesting additional fields in Parts Shipment (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000833: [XML] Requesting additional fields in Parts Invoice (Dave Carver) - resolved.

Draft 5.2.2

- 0000725: [XML] Propose Parts Order modifications (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000726: [XML] PartReturn Modifications needed (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000776: [XML] Correct field added incorrectly to detail level (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000770: [XML] Fields needed in PriceList BOD to support price distribution to Dealerships (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000820: [XML] Change ItemID field in PartsInventoryLine component to be optional (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000818: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Chrysler Financial - 09/10/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000773: [XML] RepairOrder Modifications needed (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000813: [XML] Get and Show Verbs for PartsInventory Noun (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000812: [XML] Honda RDR Modification Request (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000807: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Northside Ford - 08/18/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000804: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Zeus Concepts - 08/14/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- resolved.
  - 0000803: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Don Wood Automotive - 08/12/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
  - 0000798: [XML] Added FilterConnection element to WSDL for Pull (Dave Carver) - resolved.
  - 0000729: [Build] Update STARDataTypes.xsd file used by WSDLS to include PullMessage Filtering (Dave Carver) - resolved.
  - 0000753: [Build] Rebuild STAR 5.1.4 and post by Thursday, (Dave Carver) - resolved.
  - 0000768: [Build] Update Revision Numbers for Drafts (Dave Carver) - resolved.

STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - 4.3.2
============================================

Draft 4.3.2

- 0000795: [XML] Credit Contract Bod Modification request (Dave Carver) - resolved.

STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - 5.2.1
============================================

STAR 5.2.1 Draft Repository.

- 0000672: [Short Code] Short Code Request - eBay Motors - 03/27/08 (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000670: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Carver Yachts - International - 03/18/08 (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000668: [Short Code] Short Code Request - DealTimer.com - 031408 (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000699: [XML] Need Notify verb for PartsInventory along with PartCondition indicator (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000712: [XML] Navistar ProcessRepairOrder Modification Request (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000715: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Wamba Tech Inc - 06/11/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000713: [XML] Addition to enumerated list in AcknowledgeRepairOrder (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000711: [XML] Question from STAR Member - via STAR Feedback Form (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000707: [XML] Need a couple more fields in PartsInventory BOD (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000709: [Guidelines] Parts Code Request - Conduit Internet Technologies - 06/02/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000692: [XML] Additional fields and enumerated values needed in PartsInventory BOD (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000704: [Guidelines] Noun section in documentation is always list PartsPriceList (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- 0000535: [Guidelines] Global Components are missing documentation (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- 0000704: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Key Auto Mall - 05/22/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000696**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Tracker Marine Group - 05/16/08 (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000698**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - AutoClick - 05/19/08 (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000693**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - AutoExtra - 05/12/08 (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000406**: [Build] Convert XML Instance conversion to Ant Task (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000690**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Hosick Motors - 04/17/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000692**: [Build] Create Attribute Unit Test Frame (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000689**: [XML] Deprecate GetVehicleServiceHistoryRetrieval element (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000683**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Marquis Yachts International - 04/08/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000684**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - ProMax Online - 04/10/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000689**: [Guidelines] Update Release ID attribute (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000680**: [XML] Deprecate GetRepairOrderRetrieval (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000681**: [XML] BUG: Quantity Unit Code should be Optional (Dave Carver) - resolved.
- **0000676**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - DealerBuilt - 04/02/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000677**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Lyons Toyota Dodge - 04/02/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000675**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Organic, Inc - 04/02/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000678**: [Short Code] Short Code Request - Credit Bureau Connection - 04/02/08 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000280**: [Build] Need a Macro to simplify ODT Guideline generation (Dave Carver) - resolved.

**STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - 4.3.1**

**STAR 4.3.1 Draft Repository**

- **0000685**: [XML] RouteOne Credit Application Modification Request 2008-04-11 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000703**: [XML] RouteOne Credit Contract Modification Request 2008-05-22 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000669**: [XML] RouteOne Credit Contract Modification Request 2008-03-17 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
- **0000671**: [XML] RouteOne Credit Application Modification Request 2008-03-20 (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.

**STAR 2009 XML & DTS Repository - DTS 2009**

**DTS 2009 Repository**

- **0000854**: [DTS] Parts DISPO - Update description (Michelle Vidanes) - resolved.
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